DIVISION OF THE COURTS IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
AND EFFICIENCY OF THE COURTS

Abstract

The economic aspect of the judicial system functioning in Bosnia and Herzegovina is complex and multifaceted, which implies the existence of not just one reason or narrow economic view on economic and financial possibilities of improving the judicial system. The basis of this view is related to the way in which judges, court officials, and even lawyers and litigants think about the justice system. Too much attention is given to the rules, but not enough to achieving concrete results. Timeliness is underestimated, both in procedural laws, and in the attitudes of people. The subject of this paper is investigating the cause of the inefficiency of the courts and delays in court proceedings, and working out specific principles and recommendations for their elimination, with the minimum expenditure of budgetary funds. The aim is to emphasize the role of human and systemic elements of the judicial system in BiH, as well as highlighting certain guidelines that are relevant to that system. Fair and timely resolution of cases results in high efficiency and good service delivery to the public, which can be emphasized by the fact that it is easy to delegate certain tasks to other staff, but responsibility cannot be delegated.
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Introduction

Within Bosnia and Herzegovina (Federation), cantons operate virtually independently, each with a separate Ministry of Justice, which inevitably leads to inconsistencies in the functioning of the courts, which has a negative impact on their efficiency. The human factor and its unambiguous economically functional role in the judicial system emphasize the growing importance, through the timely and efficient delivery of court services.

An efficient court administration requires a functional composition. Divided structure is essentially inefficient and too expensive. In order to find solutions for a more efficient judicial system, there must be a certain consistency and accountability for results at the entity level.

It is necessary to emphasize the role of too restrictive and detailed rules governing the operation of the courts which seriously limit the local discretion of court administration, while ignoring the potential and interests of innovation of any kind within the judicial system. Presidents of courts must have the freedom while managing the court and must be interested in the leadership in such organizations. Competent judicial officers who have certain powers, including the appointed high court administrator to whom the president of the court can delegate administrative duties must be available to the top manager.

Within the economic dimension it is important to emphasize the role of financial resources that determine the reach of functionality of such system. The general lack of resources reduces the functionality of the court administration. The observed economic dimension can be seen from two angles: one is linked to the poor financial position of employees and the other to the poor material base of the judicial system. The work of poorly paid officials in poor material conditions, which are primarily reflected in the poor interior of the work space, poor office equipment etc., directly affect the low productivity in the operation of the courts. Budget funding mechanism is stiff, because it does not allow for transferring funds from one account to another, which would allow a court to operate more efficiently with fewer employees.

As the effectiveness of the work is dependent on funding, so the time is also a limiting factor. Cases that are in the process tend to become a bottleneck, because they last
for too long while waiting for hearings or other action. Accordingly, case management is another dimension of the economic aspect of improving the judicial system. The judiciary can achieve maximum productivity by managing their cases and their time. Changes in procedural standards can be very important to facilitate the efficient management of cases. Local judicial autonomy should enable the president of the court and other judges to delegate administrative and less judicial tasks to other officials, in order to ensure that their time is used where it is most needed.

1. Division of the courts in Bosnia and Herzegovina

An efficient justice system requires that the courts in the country are divided in a rational and cost-effective manner. Too many courts cause unnecessarily high budgetary allowances, and limited resources are divided into too many units on the field. As a result of the new administrative division into two entities and Brčko District after the war, the structure of the courts has changed, primarily for political reasons, and not for economical reasons or efficiency. In 1989, pursuant to the Law on Courts there were seven high courts in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Banja Luka, Doboj (today Republic of Srpska), Bihać, Mostar, Sarajevo, Tuzla and Zenica (in today’s Federation) (“Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina” number 19/86 and 25/88 and 33/89). Today we have 10 cantonal courts (one in each canton), 5 district courts in RS and one in Brčko District - which makes 16 high courts in BiH.

The network of the courts of general jurisdiction/municipal courts in BiH includes 52 courts, while FBiH and RS are considering the establishment of several new ones. Republic of Srpska has 19 courts of general jurisdiction, 5 district courts, 5 district commercial courts, one High Commercial Court and one Supreme Court of the RS. Federation has 32 municipal, 10 cantonal courts and one Supreme Court of the Federation of BiH. Brčko District has one Court of General Jurisdiction and one Appellate Court.

The question of how many courts there should be and where they should be located is an important issue from the standpoint of efficiency - both for high and municipal courts. Too many courts that are too small is not economically justifiable.

The role of judicial authority includes all the duties and obligations that judicial authority should perform in the right way in order to achieve the final goal of efficient, independent and high-quality implementation of judicial authorities. The independence of judges is the foundation of judicial independence, and it is achieved by the manner of election of judges, permanence of judicial office, appropriate financial situation of judges and their social status. Judicial independence means that the court in its operation is bound only by the Constitution and laws, and that it is independent from all types of pressure, especially political.

The judicial authority in Bosnia and Herzegovina is extremely specific. The Dayton Constitution does not envision a classic division of authority in Bosnia and Herzegovina, thus the judicial authority is completely eliminated, except for the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina which has other competences. The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina was established subsequently because of the fact that there was no court of general jurisdiction at the state level which would function as the supreme court of a state. This fact influenced the very realization of the role of judicial authority.
Court administration cannot be considered separately from the justice administration as a whole. Funds for the work of the courts, and the conditions in which the courts operate have a direct impact on the efficiency of the courts. In most countries justice administration is carried out by the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) or an independent body. There isn’t a Ministry of Justice for the whole of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Federation and RS each have their own ministries, and Brčko District has the Justice Commission, which has a similar role. In addition, each canton in the Federation has its own Ministry of Justice. The Ministry of Justice of a canton carries out the justice administration.

The independence of the courts is one of the basic principles of democracy. However, independence is related primarily to the decisions of the judges. The administrative bodies responsible for the budget are obliged to provide courts with space, equipment for work and salaries that allow for their independence in performing their duties. On the other hand, budgetary bodies have the right to request from the courts to use budget funds in an efficient way.

Regular analysis of the court network is necessary to ensure uniform delivery of judicial services in the whole territory of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republic of Srpska. In its role of an advisor, a ministry of justice passes standards, guidelines, provides training, IT equipment and other support to the courts. From the standpoint of cost-effectiveness of using funds, not each court should be responsible for the development of their own systems and operating methods. This is obvious when one thinks of the future computerized case management system. Ministries of justice should also be responsible, jointly working with the courts, for the initiation and development of adequate resources for operation. MoJ should also be in the focus of legislative initiatives, and for the overall operation of the courts, ministry of justice can serve as a source of expertise and a forum for discussion of all matters of interest to the judiciary.

The political structure of the Federation makes justice administration unnecessarily expensive in this entity. Administrative responsibility for the courts is fragmented between ten separate cantons with ten separate ministries of justice. In some of these cantons there are only one to three municipal courts. In this situation, it may be difficult for different cantonal ministries of justice to develop and provide the necessary level of support and knowledge, especially in terms of justice administration. The resources are very limited in most of these cantons and courts receive different levels of support and services from different ministries.

It could be said from several aspects that there is a need for a single court system in the Federation. Books of Rules of the courts are used to write the rules, training programs and for the exchange of experiences and knowledge among the courts (Book of Rules on Internal Court Operations “Official Gazette of BiH” no. 57/08, 66/12, and Book of Rules on Internal Court Operations “Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska” no. 09/14). The budget process and reporting system are two other areas where the single system would be beneficial for the entire Federation.

In order to improve efficiency and because of the unity of the system, there is a need for the justice administration which would be more centralized, at least at the entity level. The question of whether this centralized administration should be run by the Federal Ministry of Justice or, as in Brčko, an independent body, is not relevant from the standpoint of efficiency.

If because of the politics it is not possible to centralize executive authority of the courts in the Federation, then it is more important than ever to achieve close cooperation
between cantonal ministries of justice. The Federal Ministry of Justice is in a position to coordinate the different cantonal ministries of justice, exchange information about what is happening in certain courts, and to make it easier - as much as possible - to create a single standard of operation of the justice in the entity.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina there are a number of factors that slow down the realization of high-quality, efficient and independent role of the judicial authority, which are the result of the current transition of the country. Given that Bosnia and Herzegovina is a complexly arranged country and that it aspires to join the European Union, it is of elementary importance to adequately regulate relations of all three levels of government, especially because the European space will become a single economic and legal area, with the final aim of efficient implementation of human rights and freedoms.

2. Efficiency of courts in Bosnia and Herzegovina

2.1. Court Administration

Result of efficiency is characteristic for the functioning of public institutions. When it comes to the court administration, the books of rules confirm the important role of a president of a court in the administration of the court by giving them a lower out-turn or they do not work on the cases at all (depending on the size of the court). In the election of the president of the court, it is important to find a person who, in addition to the fulfilment of conditions for the election of judges, has the skills and interest in management. Alternative election procedures that would take into account management skills should be considered, so that the appointment is done by non-political, judicial institution, as in many other European countries (Lukić 2000, 57).

If the court has a case backlog, the president of the court is obliged to issue a work plan in order to resolve the backlog. This may involve lobbying the Ministry or the legislative authorities for additional funding, re-routing resources of the court, or establishing priorities, inter alia, to resolve the backlog. In one court, the president of the court has asked each judge to report on the status of all cases older than three years providing an explanation of why these cases are so slow to resolve and suggestions for resolving them. Not only did the president of the court in this way came to a certain knowledge, but it served to introduce a certain responsibility and achieve motivation of judges (Sadiković 2009, 27). If the problem is not knowledge of the judges, but their willingness to work, the president of the court may resort to other methods. In the Federation and the Republic of Srpska, president of a court has the authority to start disciplinary procedures against judges who neglect their duties. President of a court should not hesitate to use these procedures when a judge deliberately does not fulfil the work obligations and refuses to resolve this problem (European Commission for Democracy through Law 2010).

The most important element in the work of a president of a court is that he/she acts as the “owner” of the court, with all the challenges that go with it. Court presidents who are struggling with a lack of funds resources (money, judges, staff, equipment, work space), may be tempted to use it as an excuse, and wash their hands of responsibility for the problems and failures of their courts. Although lack of resources is a significant
problem, president of a court is required to seek solutions to these problems as best he/she can, and to extract the maximum benefit from the resources at his/her disposal (European Commission 2013, 23).

In addition to deciding cases, judges in Bosnia and Herzegovina are also responsible for other administrative tasks. This includes, inter alia, supervising the land registry and the registry of business entities. In other legal systems, these tasks are performed by other ministries of the government and there is no particular reason for these jobs to remain within the judicial function (Leskovac, 2009, 545). Aims to improve the efficiency of the court may be:

- better organization of the court,
- better cooperation between the court departments,
- avoiding periodic work inefficiency,
- improving flexibility in the use of court staff,
- increasing efficiency in dealing with the influx of cases (e.g. specifically set a goal to reduce the number of hearings between the first hearing and the main hearing to an average of up to a specific day),
- improve the promptness (e.g. determine a goal to reduce the average time for resolving civil cases from 16 months to 10 months by a certain day next year),
- plan to reduce the case backlog (for example, set a goal to reduce the case backlog by 35% by a certain day next year),
- use of the possibilities that certain tasks of the judges are redirected to court staff,
- avoiding unnecessary procedures,
- improving service to the public,
- establishing standards of service,
- improvement of working conditions (BiH 2009 Progress Report).

A more direct issue for the efficiency of the courts is almost inevitable misallocation of resources which are eventually granted. The budget adopted for each court is divided into categories, and the courts generally do not have the right to transfer funds from one category to another according to the priorities and most urgent needs of the court. Most of the budget is used for court staff, and most of the funds are used for salaries of judges and staff. Structure of staff in court is determined by the old and inflexible rules, which do not necessarily reflect the reality of the court operation. These rules should be amended so that the courts could use the staff in a more efficient and productive way. The courts also have to use more of the existing possibilities to redistribute the existing staff in order to resolve the most urgent needs of the court. The courts could, if allowed, reorganize their staff so they hire more associates and cut staffing in less critical areas as appropriate. Of course, this scenario with associates only serves as an example (Consultative Council of European Judges on the funding and management of courts 2012, 35). Court administration of each court must ensure keeping accurate all necessary records on the work of judges and legal officers. A set of ways of completing cases within a certain department and the value of these cases is established within the existing court departments defined by the Book of Rules of Court Operations and Book of Rules of the system for automatic case management in the courts for each type of case.

Presidents of the courts of general jurisdiction, cantonal/district courts, district commercial courts, the High Commercial Court in Banja Luka and the Appellate Court
of Brčko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina, aside from the job of a president of the court, must work directly on cases and achieve the following: in the courts with up to 6 judges and legal associates (with a secretary of a court) 70% of out-turn required by the Book of Rules, in the courts with up to 6 judges and legal associates (without a secretary of a court) 50% of out-turn required by the Book of Rules, in the courts with 7 to 13 judges and legal associates (with a secretary of a court) 50% of out-turn required by the Book of Rules, in the courts with 7 to 13 judges and legal associates (without a secretary of a court) 40% of out-turn required by the Book of Rules, in the courts with 14 to 20 judges, 30% of out-turn required by the Book of Rules, in the courts with over 20 judges and legal associates, presidents should not work on cases, except where provided otherwise by a special decision or instruction of the HJPC (Article 14 of the Book of Rules on Orientation Measurements for Performance of Judges, Legal Associates and Other Court Employees in Bosnia and Herzegovina, “Official Gazette of BiH”, number 2/14).

The work of judges, legal associates and presidents of courts who work on cases in the manner prescribed by book of rules is monitored and evaluated through the rules on out-turn realization, as well as records on the number, type and manner of completion of completed cases. At the end of the reporting period, work results are calculated based on the data from the CMS. If a judge or a legal associate worked on several different cases aside from their own during the reporting period, before calculating work results it is necessary to make the conversion and calculation of standards of all cases to the standard of primary cases of a judge or a legal associate. HJPC of BiH continuously works on finding optimal solutions for the organization of work processes in the judiciary, in order to achieve greater efficiency, timeliness and quality of the work of the courts, with special emphasis on the creation of conditions for more efficient resolution of cases in courts.

2.2. Case Management

President of a court is responsible for the total number of cases in court, starting with responsibility for the distribution of cases to judges (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2010, 19). However, each judge is required to manage cases well, without interference from the president of the court. President of a court, on the other hand, has a general duty to ensure that all cases are resolved within a reasonable time, and, if necessary, resolve the problem of case backlog by redistribution of cases or by using other methods. The cases should be allocated to judges as soon as possible, preferably on the same day when they are received. As already being done in most courts, cases should be distributed on the basis of random selection. The system must be transparent in order to avoid possible manipulation or even the semblance of manipulation. When strictly automatic system of random selection is established, then it can be controlled by staff, without further interference by the court president.

New judges often take cases from judges who have left earlier. Sometimes a judge is allowed to give a certain number of his/her cases to new judges and in this case they are given the oldest and most complicated cases. The court president should ensure that the new judge is not burdened disproportionately by large number of such difficult cases. Since the new judges are typically inexperienced, they should be given time for education, to work on reduced number of cases or for some time, for example three months, to work only on simpler cases (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 2010, 21).
should be scheduled at the earliest possible stage of case management. Inspection of the cases showed that, except for a few exceptions, courts generally schedule the first hearing quite early in the process of case management. Settlements in the early stages of the process have a lot of advantages. The settlement saves money to the parties, as well as time and mental and emotional burden of litigation. The settlement often leads to a solution which is more beneficial for both parties, as it will inevitably be more sensitive to the interests of the parties than a court decision. Settlements in the early stages of cases are also beneficial to the courts, because in that way courts use fewer resources.

Judges in Bosnia and Herzegovina are already familiar with the settlement hearings. Mediation could have a more systematic form in which a neutral intermediary helps the parties to find their own resolution of a dispute. The mediator helps the parties to identify the issues on which they disagree, facilitates discussion and helps the parties to find a solutions based on their fundamental interests. Mediation by judges is proposed as a mandatory part of civil proceedings in Brčko District. Mediation was also considered by the Work Group working on the new Law on Civil Procedure. Mediation by judges is useful for parties, as it can be done without additional cost. However, the judge who had the role of a mediator in the same case will not be able to pass a judgement. If a resolution cannot be reached through mediation, the case should normally be transferred to another judge.

Mediation by lawyers and other people trained in mediation is common in many countries. Then the parties have a choice of mediation, even before going to court. The courts may recommend mediation by a lawyer, but in the absence of volunteer offices for mediation, the parties usually have to pay a mediator themselves. The combination of court mediation and by a lawyer is one of the possibilities. These alternatives should be considered when writing the new Law on Civil Procedure (Judicial Reform and Government Accountability 2012, 27). Mediation skills and dispute resolution skills must be learned. Some training of judges and lawyers in the mediation has already been done. However, if mediation becomes a part of the Law on Civil Procedure, training on mediation will be needed for judges and lawyers in the whole country.

2.3. Resolving the case backlog

Resolving the issue of the case backlog in the courts of Bosnia and Herzegovina is the burning issue of the judiciary and other relevant institutions in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In 2002 this issue was identified as “one of the main issues in the justice system of Bosnia and Herzegovina” in a comprehensive report on the state of the judiciary in Bosnia and Herzegovina “Justice at the right time”, prepared by the Independent Judicial Commission in preparation for the comprehensive reform of judiciary in this country. It was concluded that “the existence of a large number of pending cases is not only the result of court inefficiency; it can also be the cause of inefficiency”. Unfortunately, the problem of case backlog is a major obstacle to the establishment and development of efficient judiciary and confidence of citizens in the judicial system of Bosnia and Herzegovina, because the case backlog increases every year.

Thus, the Annual Report on the work of the Council for 2014 presented a detailed analysis of statistical indicators which showed a negative trend which will probably continue in the period to come, especially in relation to the dynamics of inflow and
resolving the so-called utility cases, as outlined in one of the many initiatives of the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) that all relevant factors in society are to tackle the problem of case backlog and contribute to solving a problem which is not exclusively a problem of judiciary.

According to the annual report of the HJPC for 2013, more than 50% of pending cases in the courts of Bosnia and Herzegovina is older than a year, while 9% of pending cases were initiated more than five years ago, but are still unresolved. In recognition of this problem, and bearing in mind that the slow resolution of court cases may constitute a violation of human rights under Article 6 of European Convention on Human Rights, which proclaims the right of individuals to a fair trial within a reasonable time, the HJPC adopted the “Guidelines for developing a plan to resolve old cases according to age of the initial document” in December 2010. It is important to note that the age of the cases is determined according to the age of the initial document, that is according to the time that a party to the proceedings is waiting to have their case decided. The key criterion that puts an obligation before the president of a court to draw up a plan for resolving old cases is a three-month out-turn of old cases per judge, taking into account the provisions in accordance with which certain cases are considered old, and as prescribed by the Guidelines.

In accordance with the Guidelines, out of 73 courts that exist in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 53 regular courts have taken the obligation of drawing up a plan for resolving old cases involving a total of 119,040 old cases, which should be resolved during 2014. It is noteworthy that 19 courts in BiH, in accordance with the Guidelines, did not have the obligation of drawing up a plan to resolve old cases for 2014, meaning that these courts are up to date in their operation.

The initial plan to resolve old cases according to their age for 2014 included 119,040 cases. In the period from 1st January 2014 to 31st March 2014, 19% of the plan was implemented (with the aim of achieving 100% implementation of the plan by the end of the year), and the average achieved approximate out-turn of judges to resolve old cases was 36%. The judges who drew up plans for resolving old cases are expected to achieve at least 40% annual estimated quotas by resolving old cases.

Activities of HJPC and the courts in 2014 were specifically aimed at improving the work of the courts by increasing the productivity of their work, thus reducing the number of pending cases. The result of these activities is that in 2014 a positive trend continued in increasing the productivity of the courts through applying the Book of Rules on Orientation Measurements for Performance of Judges and Legal Associates in Courts in BiH (Book of Rules on Orientation Measurements) and in reducing the number of non-utilities cases by 10%, which represents a reduction of 43,443 cases compared to the end of the previous year.
If we look from the point of realization of out-turn, the productivity of judges and legal associates in courts increased by 7% compared to the previous year, which represents an overall increase in productivity of the courts by 7% compared to the period before the application of the Book of Rules on Orientation Measurements (“Official Gazette of BiH”, number 43/12). Although the implementation of the Book of Rules on Orientation Measurements showed excellent results, the HJPC will monitor and analyse the effects of the application of the Book of Rules on Orientation Measurements, and will, together with representatives of the judicial community work on its improvement with the aim of increasing the efficiency of the judiciary and better access to justice for all BiH citizens.

Thanks to the implementation of plans the courts resolve over 70,000 of the oldest cases every year. In 2014, the courts resolved 85,941 cases thanks to plans, which represents the increase in the number of planned resolved cases by 16% (13,625 cases) compared to 2013.
In addition to reducing the number of pending cases in courts, the HJCP paid special attention to the analysis of the proceedings length in 2014. To this end, since 2012, the HJCP has been implementing the Book of Rules on Timeframes for acting in cases before the Courts and Prosecutors’ Offices in BiH (“Official Gazette of BiH”, number 5/13, 101/13 and 61/14). The Book of Rules defines optimal and predictable deadlines for acting in cases.

**Conclusion**

There are many reasons why the judicial authority in Bosnia and Herzegovina is in a specific position. But we can safely say that the judiciary in Bosnia and Herzegovina has failed in realization of its role in an efficient and effective way. There are many reasons for this: lengthy court proceedings, a large number of pending cases, insufficient number of judges, poorly paid judges, corruption, low level of computerization, poor communication between the media and the judiciary, rare initiation of disciplinary proceedings against judges and prosecutors. The absence of a Supreme Court at the state level, which would harmonize judicial practice of regular courts and ensure the equality of all citizens before the law, is another reason why the judicial authorities in Bosnia and Herzegovina are not achieving their role well.

The judicial system of Bosnia and Herzegovina is burdened by a large number of pending cases and this is an important issue that must be resolved. Case backlog and delays in proceedings lead to the loss of confidence in those using the court system, because it seems that justice is unavailable. This situation negatively affects even the judges. The main reasons for delays in court proceedings are corruption, inefficient practices in the management of the court, inadequate legislation and lack of competent judges. Although a positive trend in the quality and quantity of work has been recorded, even in reducing the case backlog, there are still about two million (mainly utility) unsolved old cases in the whole of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Resolution of case backlog is a burning problem of judicial institutions in Bosnia and Herzegovina. High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Ministry of Justice of Bosnia and Herzegovina have adopted an action plan to reduce the case backlog in courts.

As a result of continuous inflow of new cases and the case backlog, there is a problem of insufficient number of judges. In addition to the number of judges, the problem is also the manner of their election, their training and the lack of permanent forms of training, for example in the field of ethics. In some countries there is a periodic evaluation of judges in order to assess their expertise and to assist them in further education. All this contributes to the development of professional and ethical judiciary which is the cornerstone of the rule of law.

Also, poor communication between the media and the judiciary influences the efficiency of the exercise of judicial authority. It is necessary to establish a balance between the needs of the public for specific information and to ensure the regularity of court proceedings. Initiation of disciplinary proceedings against judges and prosecutors contributes to accountability and transparency, and they are the basis for gaining confidence of the public in the judicial system. In order to initiate disciplinary procedures more often (when necessary), the public should be informed about the role of judges. The public must be informed about the standards expected of a judge. When the public
is better informed about the measures to ensure accountability, the public will have more confidence in judicial institutions.

It is a unique situation in the comparative constitutionality, according to which the judicial authority in Bosnia and Herzegovina has been reduced to the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina. This court also has a part of its jurisdiction which is characteristic of the highest judicial instances in some complex countries, but it is not the supreme court of the country. Constitutional courts usually do not belong to the judicial authorities, because it does not resolve classic legal disputes, but are competent to control the constitutionality and legality. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, it is necessary to establish a judicial system with the Supreme Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina at the top.

It would be extremely useful if the supreme court existed. There is a substitute which compensates for the lack of a Supreme Court to some extent, and it is so-called appellate jurisdiction of the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina. So, when it comes to protecting human rights and freedoms, if entity courts pass a final decision and a citizen, if he/she is dissatisfied with the decision, may appeal to the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina and so far it has worked in many cases to protect individual rights and contributed to the harmonization of judicial practice. However, unfortunately, it does not cover all relations of the judiciary, such as civil relations, economic relations and similar. For that there should be a supreme court, like in other countries which would have a task to harmonize the judicial practice in the entire territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina and to work on equality of all citizens.
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